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buttercup. This is what gives the peculiar form to.

the pea flower.

Now all these parts, or the different kinds of petals

of the pea flower, have received names. I should not

be surprised if, after studying their shapes carefully

and their position in the flower, you could name them

yourself, especially if

you tried to think of

things with which
you are familiar and

which these petals

resemble.

Now, first, the

large one, held up

above, is the tanner.

The two reaching

out on the sides are

wings. Now think

hard for the two below, folded up together. Did you

ever make or sail a boat ? What does the boat have on

the underside that cuts through the water ? The keel.

Banner, wings, heel, — these are the petals of the pea

flower and all together we call them the corolla.

Now remove the petals from the flower. Place them

out in position and draw the form. The two parts

which form the keel are joined in the middle. Is that

the case with the keel in the garden pea ?

FlQ. 230. Petals of sweet pea.
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There are many other fruits which will be interesting

to study. Some of these are treated of in the following

chapter, since in many cases it is difficult to distinguish

between a fruit and a seed. In the study of fruits you
should see if you can tell of what use they are to

the plant, and how these fruits may be the means of

helping the plants to scatter their seeds.

Note In the walnut, butternut, and hickory nut the fi-uit is

different from that of the hazehiuts, oaks, etc. The "hull" or

" shuck " probably consists partly of calyx and partly of involucral

bracts consolidated, but very likely there is more of calyx than of

involucre. The walnut and butternut are more ofteii called drupes or

stone fruits, but the fleshy part of the fruit is evidently not of the

same origin as in the case of the true drupes, like the cherry, peach,

plum, and others.



CHAPTER XXIV

HOW PLANTS SCATTER THEIR SEED

The touch-me-not.

of a " toiich-me-not

'

Did you ever see or handle a pod

? The plant is sometimes known
as garden balsam.

It is well worth

while to grow it

in any flower gar-

den. The flowers

are pretty, but the

pods are stiU more

interesting. When
you touch them, or

throw them on the

floor or against

the wall, they
burst suddenly
and scatter their

seeds all around.

The wild Impa-
tiens, or jewel

weed, has smaller pods, which burst in the same way.

Find some of the plants in a garden during the autumn
176

Fig. 217. Spray of leaves and flowers and fruit of

jewel weed, or wild Impatiens.
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The Flower

The petals. The flower of the sweet pea is beautiful

in color and form.

Its form is pecul-

iar; that is, it is

not so regular in

shape as the flower

of the lily. Some
one has thought
the shape of the

flower of the pea,

and of its cousins

or relations, to be

like that of a but-

terfly. The most

attractive parts of

the flower of the

pea are the petals,

already know what petals are.

If you do not, just look at the

pea flower, select the bright-

colored parts which are thin and

broad. These are the petals.

You see they are of different

shapes, instead' of' having- the

same shape as in the lily or
Fig. 229. Sweet-pea flowers

and young pods.
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flowers do another sort of work than make food, there

must be a good force of working leaves to supply the

Fig. 228. Sweet-pea vine trained to support.

food and energy needed in flowering. These appear

first, next come the flower heads, and later the clusters

of flowers, the older ones opening out first.
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and try the pods, or look for the wild Impatiens, or

jewel weed, along streams and in damp, shady places.

The witch hazel. The witch hazel is known by its

beautifiil yellow flowers with slender curled petals,

which come out late in autumn, after the leaves have

fallen. At the same time the fruit pods are matured

from flowers of

the previous year.

On dry days,
when the fruit is

ripe, one can hear

the snapping of

the pods as they

burst, and the

seeds are thrown

with force several

feet away.

Pods which
burst and scatter their seeds are called explosive fruits.

Other examples are to be found in the vetch, locust,

violet, oxalis, etc.

The milkweed or silkweed. The milkweed is known

by its peculiar flowers and the abundance of white milky

substance which flows from wounds in the plant, and

gives a disagreeable sticky feeling to the hands when

it comes in contact with them. When the flowers go,

a few little boat-shaped pods are seen on the flower

Fig. 218. Seeds of milkweed ready to scatter

from the pods.
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stalk. These grow larger and larger. When they are

ripe the pods split open. A great mass of flat seeds is

crowded out by the pushing of great tufts of white

silky threads attached to one end of each seed. They

are so light and feathery that the wind lifts them

easily and sometimes bears them miles away.

Did you ever see these pods bursting and emptying

out the great white feathery cloud ? Take a pod

before it has opened. Split it open and see how
beautifully the seeds are packed away in it. Separate

some of the seeds to see the soft, silky tuft of hairs

on the end. Blow the seeds into the air to see how
easHy they float away on the "wings of the wind."

The dandelion. The dandelion is so common that

few persons admire the really beautiful flower. They

would rather get rid of it. If the dandelion would

only grow in out-of-the-way places, it would not be so

unwelcome. But it is an intruder. You dig the

plants, root and branch, out of your yard, and in a

few years they are there again, or new ones, rather.

It makes a great many seeds. But how beautifully

they saO. through the air like tiny balloons

!

Did you ever try to blow all the seeds oflE the head

with one long whiff ? There is a mark left where each

one stood. How they go sailing away ! Watch them

!

Some are coming down to the ground like a man
clinging to a parachute. The seed is the heaviest part
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they need the help of sunlight. They have been making
starch. At night the starch is digested and changes to

sugar. It flows to all parts of the plant where growth
is taking place and new plant substance is wanted.

We know that if the pea vine were grown in the dark,

all the plant sub-

stance it would
have to use in

growth would be

that which was al-

ready in the seed.

The stem would be

for a time long
and spindling, the

leaves would be

small and yellow-

ish, and the frame-

work of the plant

would be soft. It

would soon die. But in the light the leaves are green.

We know that the carbon dioxid of the air gets into

the green leaf. The light then helps the leaf to make
the starch from which most of the new plant substance

comes.

Flowering time. The plant has now formed a strong

working system, and its numerous branches bear many
working leaves. It is prepared to flower. Since the

Fio. 227. Sweet-pea Tines needing support.
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play on the small leaves they stretch out so that a

greater surface may receive light, for light is good for

the leaf and plant. As the stem gets longer, the leaves

higher up are better formed and more fully developed.

The growth and work period. If there are no sticks

or objects for the pea

vine to take hold of, it

will show you that it

needs some means of

support. It win soon

lie prostrate. But if

you put an upright

stick within its reach,

or train some cord or

string near by, the

tendrils on the leaf will

stretch out and coil

round it. In this way
the vine can climb up

where there is more

light and air. The

stem branches, and at length a tall and bushy plant is

formed. There is a much greater leaf surface.

While the plant has been growing, and lifting up

water and food from the soil by the combined work of

the roots and leaves and stem, the green leaves have

been doing another kind of work, for which we know

Fig, 226. Sweet pea coming up.
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and is below. On the end of the long stalk above is

the crown of soft white hairs which forms the float.

Down, down, the seed slowly conies and soon is ready

Fig. 219. Dandelion seeds.

to wriggle its way into the ground. Here it germi-

nates and makes a new dandelion in the lawn.

The leaves form a deep-green rosette resting on the

grass. The flower stem comes up, and the flower head



FiG. 220. Dandelion fruit in shade (after Macniillan).
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CHAPTER XXV

LIFE STORY OF THE SWEET PEA

The life story of the sweet pea can be easily read

from the plant by any one who wishes to grow it, and
observe it. The story of the garden pea is similar,

and some of you may wish to read it. But the sweet

pea has prettier flowers. It can be grown in the

garden, or in the plant house, or in the window garden

where you can see it every day.

The seedling stage. The seeds of the sweet pea are

round, hard, dark grayish brown objects (see Fig. 211).

We plant them in the moist soil. They take water

from the soil, swell up, and become soft. This moisture

and the warmth in the soil start the dormant life in

the seed into action. It " awakens," as we say, from

its long sleep. In a few days, or a week or so, the

young plant rises through the soil. The leaves are

now tiny, but as the stem grows and the light has full

185
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then they leave in the cloth countless tiny hooks, which

are even harder to remove.

If you wish to know more about these " dead-beats "

who ride all over the country and never pay a cent of

fare, go out for a tramp in the autumn in old neglected

fields or in low waste ground. You can

carry some home for study. Examine

them to see the different kinds of seeds,

and how the barbs, hooks, and other hold-

fasts are formed. What animals do you

think would be of service to the plant in

dispersing such seeds ? You may wish,

also, to visit the same places in summer
to see the plants in flower.

Have you seen any other seeds than these described

here which have means for dispersal ? Do seeds ever

float on the water and become scattered in this way ?

How is it with the cocoanut palm? Do seeds of

grasses or weeds float in the water of lakes, ponds,

rivers, and small streams ?

Fig. 223. Fruit

of cocklebur
with hooked
appendages.
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opens, showing a beautiful , cluster of yellow flowers.

This head closes at night and opens in the day, closes

again at night and opens

with the day, and so on,

unless the day is a dark

one, when all the dande-

lions may remain closed.

By and by the head

stops opening. We can

see the tips of the flowers.

They wither and die. A
white cottony mass be-

gins to appear. Its silky

hairs spread apart, the

head opens again, and

the crown of narrow

leaves (the involucre) re-

curves and gives room

for the spreading crown

on the tips of all the Fig. 221. Dandelion aower and fruit. Flower

A T^'U ' f open at right, old flowers closed and stems
seeds. -LniS lOrmS a elongating at left, ripe seed raised up higher

great white ball on the
-l -^dy to scatter (after Miyake).

end of the stem. The seeds are now in a position

where the wind easily catches them.

Did you ever notice that wl;iere the lawn is mowed
many of the dandelions have such short stems that

the flower head is below the lawn mower ? Then see
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how these same short stems will grow much longer

just as the seeds are ready to be scattered, so that they

are lifted above the grass where the wind may catch

hold of them easily. Put a stake by some flowers and

measure the stems. Then measure them every day

while the seeds are ripening. Along the roadsides or

in undisturbed places the flower stems are often longer

than those on the lawn. Do these long stems lengthen

as the seeds ripen ?

The wild lettuce and prickly lettuce, so common in

old fields and along the roadsides, have seeds very

much like those of the dandelion.

The virgin's bower, or clematis. The clematis, or

virgin's bower, is quite as attractive in appearance

in the autumn as in the summer when it is in flower.

The great masses of foliage and vines clambering over

fences and shrubs, and often hiding them entirely,

show numerous white puffs of feathery seeds where
the flower once was. Each of the seeds is like an

arrow-headed plume. Blow or scatter

some of them to the wind and see them
scudding off to the ground in curious

spiral courses.
Fig. 222. Fruit ttt- j j ci i i

(seed) of elm, a WiDged sccds. Some secds have wmg-
samara.

like expansions on the side and are called

winged seeds. They, too, are carried by the wind, but

they are not quite so buoyant as the seeds of the
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milkweed and dandelion. The elm seed has two wings.

It is sometimes called a samara, which means " seed of

the elm." The maples and pines also have winged

seeds. Do you know any other plants

which have winged seeds ?

The bur marigold. The bur marigold,

sometimes called " beggar needles " or

" devil's bootjack," is a very common
weed with yellow flower heads. The

Winged fruit of maple, sBcds are also in a head, and the cluster
two seeds.

bristles all over with the barbed awns.

" Bootjack " is not a bad name for the seed, so far as

the shape is concerned. At least a boy brought up in

the country, who used to pull ofE his boots at night

with the old wooden bootjack, thinks so.

When tramping through the fields, or

sometimes in the garden, if you brush

against one of these plants, the awns will

pierce your clothing immediately. The

barbs hold on tight, and soon there may
be hundreds of these seeds clinging to you.° " "^ Fig. 224. Seed of

The cocklebur, burdock, stick-tights, etc. i>or marigold,
" bootjack."

The bur marigold is not the only seed or

fruit ready to " catch on " for a " free ride." There

are also cocklebur, burdock, stick-tight, and "what-

not," and it does not help matters to " crack behind,"

either. They hold on until they are pulled off, and
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Pick a leaf which has these on it, when the brown

dots look shiny. Place it on a piece of white paper in

a dry room. In a few minutes or an hour you may

perhaps see a sprinkling of tiny dust-like bodies on the

white paper. You can brush them off with your hand.

What are they ? They are what we call spores. There

is a hard brown wall, and in-

side a bit of living fern sub-

stance. These spores come out

of a great many spore cases

which are packed together in

the fruit dots. So these dark

bodies on the underside of the

leaf, instead of being bugs

which are harmful to plants,

are fruit dots with spore cases

and spores in them.

If the fern plant is making

so many of these tiny spores, each containing a little

bit of living fern substance, we would better not scrape

them off, for they must be for some good purpose in

the life of the fern. If you examine a bracken fern,

maidenhair fern, and some other kinds, you will find

that the fruit dots are of different shapes, and that some

of them are under a flap at the edge of the leaf.

Does the fern plant have flowers? The fern plant

does not have flowers as the flowering plants do. Nor

Fig. 250. Christmas fern.
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The calyx. The petals are removed from the flower
;

what remains? Just below where they were jomed

there is a little crown of five pointed green leaf-like

bodies. They are very different in form from the real

pea leaves, but like them are green. These are sepals.

Together they make the calyx. In the bud they

covered and protected the other parts of the flower.

There are five sepals, the same number as the petals,

yet they are very different in form and color.

The stamens and pistil. There are now remaining the

parts of the flower around

which the keel was folded.

Count them. There are

ten thread-like bodies,

surrounding a tiny boat-

shaped body. The thread-^ •' Fig. 231. Flower of sweet pea

like bodies are the stamens. ^'tt petals removed.

Each one has an enlargement at the curved end. It

is a little case containing the powder-like substance,

called pollen. It is a pollen case. See if all the

stamens are separate down to the calyx. One is.

The nine others are joined toward the base. These

nine form one hroiherhood. The other one is a brother-

hood all by itself. The pistil is flat, like a thin boat,

and it is hairy. It is almost too tiny in the fresh

flower for us to study. "We will take one in an older

flower.
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The old flower. As the flower gets old the petals and

stamens wither and die. They either fall away or

collapse around the pistil. If the flower has done the

work for which it was intended, the pistil does not die.

It grows longer and broader and thicker, until we see

that it is becoming a pea pod. When it has grown a

little, split the young pod open into

halves, the same way that you have

seen peas or beans shelled. Attached

to one edge of the inside of the little

pod you will see tiny roundish bodies,

in the position in which you find the

peas or seeds in the older pods. The

pod is a sort of box which contains

the seeds. The tiny bodies are cases

in which the embryos are formed.

They may be called embryo cases

then. The case and embryo together

make the seed. The pistil, or seed

box, contains embryo cases in which seeds are formed.

How the seed is formed. You cannot see how the

seed is formed. This part of the story has been found

out by those who are accustomed to use a powerful

microscope. They cut up the growing embryo case

(ovule) into very thin layers and search in these with a

microscope to see the work that is done here. Thus

we read the story of how the seed is formed.

Fig. 232. Fruit of

sweet pea.
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Fruit dots, spore cases, and spores of ferns. If you
take a polypod fern or a Christmas fern (some of the
" shield " ferns in the greenhouse will do) and look on
the underside of the leaves, you will perhaps see them

Fig. 249. Bank of ferns (after Maomillan).

covered with little dark brown spots. Some people

take these for bugs, and scrape them off the fern leaf,

for fear they will hurt the fern ! But you can teach

them better than that.



CHAPTER XXVII

LIFE STORY OF FERNS

The fern plant. There are no plants which mean

more to us in our home life than ferns. There are no

plants which are more generally loved. The refining

influence of their presence is constantly felt. Their

graceful forms, the beautiful shapes of their leaves, and

the restful green of their abundant foliage interest us

and satisfy us whenever we see them. If we could

only get the maidenhair to grow in our yards as

abundantly and easily as the dandelion does, how
charming it would be ! Many of us would willingly

part with some of the dandelions if we could have the

maidenhair or Christmas fern in their place.

As we found on page 63 (see Fig. 93), the stems of

most of our native ferns are either very short, as in

the shield fern, or they are underground stems, as in

the bracken fern or sensitive fern. In tlie polypod,

at the north, the stem runs under the leaves or grass,

while one in the south runs on the surface of rocks.

The climbing fern is found in some parts of New York
state, but it is rare. Tree ferns with tall trunks, and

other tropical ferns which grow high up on forest trees,

may be seen in some large greenhouses.
204
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In the first place there is a royal bit of life substance

in the very young embryo case, known as the germ or

egg. When the pollen is scattered from the pollen cases

some of it falls on the end of the pistil. The pollen grain

then starts to grow. It forms a slender tube as fine as

a spider's silk. This pollen tube grows down through

the pistil, and one enters each embryo case. In each

pollen tube there are two bits of royal life substance,

called sperms.

One sperm escapes from the pollen tube when it has

entered the young embryo case and unites with the

germ. The union of these two hits of royal life sub-

stance, the sperm and germ; gives a new life to the germ

and a new impetus for growth to the embryo case. The

new germ grows to form the embryo plant in the seed,

while the new growth of the embryo case around it

makes the seed coat. The pea seed is then formed.

This completes the life story of the pea.



CHAPTER XXVI

LIFE STORY OF THE OAK

The white oak. In the autumn, when the leaves

begin to fall, the acorns fall, too, from the oaks. They

nestle in the grass or roll down into the furrow or

ditch, or strike on the leaf floor of the forest, according

to where the tree happens to be. The rains beat on

the soil, and some of the

acorns become partly buried

in the ground. Some are

eaten by insects, others are

carried away by squirrels

and other animals. Some

are left to grow.

As we have seen in our

study of the germination of*

the acorn, the root and stem

parts of the embryo back out of the shell at the pointed

end. The great fleshy cotyledons remain inside. The

root pushes its way further down into the ground.

The young stem grows out from between the cotyledon

stalks. This often begins in the autumn. It continues

in the spring among those seedlings which survive the

194

Fig. 233. Wliite oak in autumn.
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Like tlie pines and spruces, they cast a crop of leaves

after it has been on the tree for two or more years, a

new crop being grown each year. The live oak, the

rhododendrons, and the mountain laurel are examples

of broad-leaved evergreen trees and shrubs. These

leaves, though they are broad, are thick and have a

hard covering, so that they do not give off so much
water in the winter as thinner and softer leaves

would.
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The tree has thus acquired a remarkably good habit in

laying aside its leaves during the winter, when they

would be of little ser-

vice, and would even

endanger its life if they

were retained.

Some trees keep their

green leaves through

the winter. The pines,

spruces, cedars, and

other evergreens do.

Why is it not danger-
FiG. 247. " Needle " leaves anfl stameu

flowers of pitch pine.

ous for them to do so ? The
leaves of the pines, spruces,

and cedars are small and

needle-like, or awl shaped,

with a thick, hard covering,

so that these trees do not

lose water so rapidly as the

broad-leaved trees do. Then,

too, a change takes place in

the condition and work of the

leaves of such evergreens, so

that they lose less water in

the winter than during the

summer. Some of the broad-leaved trees and shrubs are

also evergreen and retain their leaves during the winter.

Fig. 248. Leaves of American yew,

evergreen.
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cold of the winter. Or, if the acorn did not germinate

in the autumn, it may in the spring. During the first

few years the tiny

oak makes little

growth. A few
leaves on a slender

stem appear. It is

not high enough to

be seen above the grass. Of the many which
start, but few rise up to saplings. Many, many years

the oak grows. It gets a foot or so higher each year.

It is making root, trunk, branches, and each year a

Fia. 234, Germinatiug acorn of
white oak.

Fig. 23S. Oak trees getting a start. iPliotograplieU in winter.)
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greater number of leaves. The leaves make the

plant substance for the new and con-

tinued growth.

The bark on the trunk is smooth at

first. As the sapling gets older the

bark begins to crack open in long and

irregular fissures, making the gray bark

more promi-

nent. If you

should start

when you are

very young to

read the life of

an oak tree,

from its begin-

ning as an

.V

Fig. 236. How old was
tlie tree from which
this wood was taken ?

acorn, I am afraid you

would never be able to

read the whole story.

By the time oak trees

are very old, they have

lived many more years

than we do. So how
shall we read the life

story of the oak ? Eead
it in a large number of trees, from fig. 237. soarietoaii,

. T -n ^ -, spray of leaves and
young ones to middle-aged ones, and stamen dusters.
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Fig. 244. Fruit of scarlet oak.

not dead, for with the on-coming of spring new leaves

appear as the warmth of the season

moves the life into greater activity

again.

The leaf is only an organ of the

tree for summer work, to make
starch food, to dispose of the great

currents of water that are taken up

by the roots, and to do other work
in the preparation of foods and in

getting rid of waste matter. When
the leaf is cast in the

autumn, the tree is only

dropping a member for

which it has no use during

Some

Fig. 245. Fruit of red oak.

the period of winter rest

one may ask why the tree does not

keep its leaves during the winter

and save the growing of new ones

in the spring. It would be fatal

to most of the broad-leaved trees

to keep their green leaves through

the winter. We know that the

leaves give off quantities of water

from the tree. During the winter, while the ground

is frozen or cold, the roots can take up very little

water, not nearly so much as the leaves can give off.

Fig. 246. Fruit of over-cup oak
or moss-covered oak.
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character of the bark ? If you were given three acorns

in their cups, one of the red oak, one of the scarlet oak,

and one of the white oak, could you tell them apart and

Dothen name them ?

" moss-cup," or " over-

is it called by these

you know the acorn of the

cup," oak? Why
names? (See

Fig. 246.)

The winter condition

of the oak. The falling

of the leaves from trees

and shrubs on the ap-

proach of winter is a

constant habit. We are

accustomed, perhaps, to

look upon it merely as

one of the signs of

autumn. It is always

interesting to watch the leaves

falling from the tree and to

observe how the movement of

the air aids in freeing them

from the limb. A gust of wind knocks off troops of

them, and sends them scurrying over the field or rolls

them in great drifts.

Did you ever think what this shedding of the leaves

in the autumn means to the leaf and to the tree ? It is

the death of the leaf. But we know that the tree is

Fig. 243. Leaf of red oak.
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very old oaks. If you happen to find an oak tree which
has been cut down, you know you can tell its age within

a few years by count-

ing the annual rings.

During the first few

years of the seedling,

so little growth in

diameter took place

each year that the

rings are not well
marked.

The oak flower. It

is many years before

the oak comes to

flower. Not until it

has become quite a

FIG. 238. Spray of leaves tf^e are the flowcrs

:;;t,rTirerZii ^een. They appear in

above, stamen flowers

in long clusters.

early spring, before

leaves show themselves. Have
Fig. 239. Fjg. 240.

you seen the long, slender, stamen flower Pistn flower of

« - , T . 1
of red oak. red oak.

graceful clusters hanging on the

branches of the middle-aged or old oak in the spring,

when the limbs are yet bare ? Gather some of these

and place them on paper overnight. Next morning
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there will probably be piles of a fine yellowish powder.

"What is this? Pollen dust, you say. Yes. Then

where does it come from? From the pollen cases.

Then these tresses, called catkins, are flower clusters.

But there are no

pistils here. These

flowers, then, are

the stamen flowers.

Where are the pis-

til flowers ? Look

above the stamen

flowers for little

urn-shaped bodies,

one or two or three

together. They
stand upright, not

hanging down in

catkins.

The fruit. After the leaves come and the pollen has

been scattered, the stamen flowers, or catkins, fall.

But if everything has gone well with the pistil flower

it begins to grow, because new life has been put into it

by the sperm from the pollen tube joining with the

germ in the embryo case. All through the summer it

grows slowly. It does not ripen so soon as the pea

pod. In the autumn there are the acorns, seated

snugly in their little cups. This is the fruit. The

Fig. 241, Spray of wliite-oak leaves and fruit.
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acorn ripens and falls ; but the tree does not die.

Its life goes on for years, and it bears many other

crops of acorns.

We love the oak. We think of it as a strong and

sturdy tree. We like to play with the acorns and

cups, and sometimes to eat the

meat inside, especially that of

the white oak, after the acorn

has been roast-

ed in the hot

ashes of a fire.

We like to rest

under the shade

of its branches

and to climb to

its top when
the branches

are near the

ground.

The white
oak forms its

acorns in one

season. The red oak and the scarlet oak take two

seasons to form their acorns. Can you tell the red

and the scarlet oaks apart by the shape of their leaves ?

Can you tell the white oak from both the red and the

scarlet oaks by the shape of the leaves and the

Fig-. 242. Leaves and fruit of

scarlet oak.



Part V

BATTLES OF PLANTS IN THE WOELD

CHAPTER XXX

THE STRUGGLES OF A WHITE PINE

Many seeds but few trees. If all the seeds of the

white pine which fall year after year from the trees in

the forest and from individual trees in the fields should

grow and form trees, the world could not contain them.

For every seed ripened the chances of becoming a tree

are very few. It seems a great waste of energy on the

part of the tree to form so many seeds when so few can

ever hope to become trees. But it is a very fortunate

provision of Nature that a single plant should ripen so

many seeds where we know the chances for life are so

small. Many trees bear thousands and thousands of

seeds, but where are the young pines ? Often there

are none to be seen in the neighborhood of very pro-

lific trees.

The struggle for a start. From some of the trees

the seeds fall on cultivated ground, and if the seedlings
222
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does the fern plant have seeds. It will be interesting

to know, then, how new fern plants are formed.

How new fern plants are formed. We have already

FiGr. 251. Little spleenwort fern.

learned that most ferns bear " fruit dots " or lines on

the underside of certain leaves. We also know that

many tiny spores are in the rounded spore cases which

are packed together to form the fruit dots. When
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these spores are ripe and have been scattered, some of

them fall in damp places on the ground, or on a rotting

log in the woods. Here this tiny bit of

living fern substance begins to grow,

and the living matter inside the hard

brown coat pushes its way out through

a split in the wall ; in a few weeks it

has grown into a tiny heart-shaped bit

of plant tissue no bigger round than a

radish seed, or a small pea, and as thin

and delicate as fine tissue paper. This
Fig. 252. "Fruit"
dots of the common little object, shoWU
polypody fern.

. -ri- nr i rm Jjig. lb% is Sijern

jprothalUum (pro-thal'li-^m). On
the underside are numbers of root-

lets, like root hairs, and two kinds

of tiny pockets. This little pro-

thallium now gives birth to the

embryo fern plant.

How the embryo of the fern plant

starts. The germ cell is in one of

the large pockets near the deep

notch in the prothallium, and the

sperms are in the round pockets.

One of the sperms swims into

the germ pocket, unites with the germ, and then the

germ grows into the embryo fern plant.

Fia. 253. "Fruit "dots of the

maidenhair fern.
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read the stories they have to tell. But why call them
cryptogams? That is a terrible word that ought to be
blotted out of the English language. Why not call

Fig. 272. The earth star.

them plants, as they are ? They are just as much God's

creatures as the dandelion and thistle and smartweed

are. They are just as interesting, too, and mean as

much in our lives as they do.
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the " shaggy mane," or " horse-tail." These are good

to eat before they turn to ink.

Puffballs and earth stars.

Did you ever see puffballs,

and pinch one to see the cloud

of dust which flies out ? Some
people call them " devU's snuff-

box." They grow from spawn

in the ground and in rotten

wood too. The cloud of dust

is full of spores, which start

more spawn to make more

puffballs, and so the life story

keeps spinning round and

Fig. 270. The shaggy mane, or horse-

tail mushroom. Also an ink mush-

round. You have heard of the

starfish ; did you ever hear of

the star fungus or star mush-

room ? We call it earth star, a

pretty name, because it is shaped

like a star and grows on the

ground. It is a near relative

of the puffball.

Some will tell you that such

interesting plants as the ferns,

mosses, mushrooms, and puff-

balls are cryptogams, and that

therefore you should not try to

C'M^-

#^';':-..

riG. 271. The puffball, or devil's

snuffbox.
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The fern prothallium and embryo compared to a seed.

The fern prothallium, with the young embryo fern

attached, might be com-

pared to a seed of one of

the higher plants, where
the embryo is surrounded

by a food tissue known as

the endosperm, as in the

corn. This endosperm is

in fact a prothallium of
the higher plant. In the

corn seed it is shown as in

Fig. 44. Some of it is still

left inside

the embryo case. But in the pea, bean,

and acorn it is all used up as food by
the embryo and stored in the cotyledons.

The only way in which the prothallium

with the embryo of the fern differs from

the seed of the corn or bean is in the

fact that the prothallium is green (with

chlorophyll), that it has been shed from

the spore case, and has been developed

as an independent individual. If the

fern prothallium were not green, but

were wrapped around the embryo and

still in the spore case, it would be a seed

FiGr. 254. Prothallium of fern, bearing the
germ and sperm pockets. This is a view
from the underside, and shews the root-
lets also.

Fig. 255. Embryo
fern still attached to

the prothallium.

When the
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young embryo fern grows large enough, to burst out of

the prothallium, when the root strikes into the soil and

the cotyledon or first leaf rises upward, as shown in

Fig. 255, it is doing precisely

the same thing that a seed

does when it germinates,

strikes root, and lifts its leaves

and stem upward to the light.

The generations of the fern.

The life story of the fern

reveals to us two generations,

the prothallium and the fern

plant. They can live inde-

pendent of each other. Each

one can take water and food

from the soil. With the leaf-

green each one can make its

own starch food. The pro-

thallium starts from the spore on the fern plant, and

the fern plant starts from the germ in the prothalliimi.

The two generations therefore alternate with each

other, as it were. In the corn, the bean, and other

plants of this kind there seems to be only one genera-

tion. This is because one part of it, the prothallium

generation, is packed away and hidden in the embryo

case as endosperm, while the other part is hidden in

the pollen and pollen tube. Most plants, then, have

Fig. 256. The walking fern, taking

steps down a hillside.
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Fig. 268. The ink cap.

poisonous. No one should gather mushrooms to eat

unless he knows very well the kind he picks. Some of

the poisonous ones have a cup or bag around the lower

end of the stem. But

some which have this

bag or cup are good to

eat. So you would bet-

ter read their stories,

and not pick them for

eating until you know
the kinds as well as

you know the faces of

your playmates.

If you should pick a basket full of different kinds in

the woods, and place the caps down on white paper, you

would catch the spores.

Youwould probably find

that the spores in some

cases are black, in others

brown, yellow, rose-

colored, or white.

The ink mushrooms.

These are curious and
. , ,. o ti.^^ Fig. 269. The ink cap turning to ink.

mterestmg. Soon after

they come up, the gills and much of the cap turn

to a black, inky fluid which you could write with.

One kind is called "ink cap," another is called
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In the ones as large as marbles the upper end is enlarged.

This is the beginning of the cap. When it reaches this

size the mush-
room grows very-

fast. But the

spawn may grow
several months,

or a year, feeding

on decaying plant

material in the

ground before
Fia.23G. A toadstool good to eat, with a "bag "on the orn? -m n aTrrncTn a

base of the stem. (Royal agaric.)
aUymUSUrOOmS
appear.

The common
mushroom, which

grows in the fields

and is cultivated

in mushroom
houses, has pink

gills when young,

and dark brown

gills when old. It

Fiu. 267. A poisonous mushroom, or toadstool, whichever
^^ ^ WUlte Or

you choose to call it, with no true "bag" on the stem, brOWUish Cap Sb
only scales which represent one. (The Hy amanita.)

"'

stem and a ring.

Other mushrooms. There are many kinds of mush-
rooms

; many are good to eat, and some are very
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two generations in their lives. It is only in the ferns,

however, and their near relatives that the two genera-

FiG. 257. The bracken fern in company with the " sturdy " oalc

(after Macmillan).

tions can exist independently. In the flowering plants

the prothallium generation is dependent, and hidden

away in the embryo case.



CHAPTER XXVIII

THE LIFE STORY OF THE MOSS

Mossy banks and trees. Those who live near the

woods, or who have a chance to go to the woods or

mountains in summer, delight in finding a carpet of

moss on the ground or on some shady bank. The

slender, short ' stems covered

with delicate leaves make a

velvety cushion of green. We
know that these tiay plants

love the cool shade, for, except

in the cold arctic or alpine

regions, we find them grow-

ing freely only in or near the

woods. The tree trunks, too,

in moist, cool, shady places

are often covered with moss.

There are sometimes tiny tufts

and mats on the ground in

open fields, by roadsides and streets, even in cities, and

in the cracks of old stone walls. But the mosses do

not attract us much in these places because they are so

scattered and small. . ..
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Fj(;. 258. Mosfi-noverecl trunk.
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bed where mushrooms are grown is near, you will

find more of these white cords in the soil. This the

gardeners call

spawn. We call

it my celium.
Gardeners take
this spawn and

sow it in new
beds. It spreads

and increases,

and makes more

mushrooms, after

it has feasted on
Fig. 264. Buttons of the common mushroom just

coming through the sod.

the food in the bed. So in the field

or woods this spawn spreads through

the earth. It takes up water and

food from the soil as roots do, and

yet the spawn is not a root.

The beginning of the mushroom.

If you can get a quantity of this

spawn of the common mushroom,

wash out the soil. Look on the cords

for very small round bodies. You

will find some very smaU, perhaps

no larger than a mustard seed. You

may find others as large as a marble.

These are the buttons, the beginning of the mushroom.

Fig. 265. A deadly poison-

ous musliroom with a
"bag" over tlie base of

tbe stem. (Deadly ama-
nita.)
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underside, and a cover. The handle is the stem, the

ring is called a ring or collar, the rays are called the gills

of the mushroom, and

the cover is the cap.

The spores. Cut off

the stem of the common
mushroom, a specimen

just expanded.. Lay the

cap, gills down, on white

paper for several hours

or overnight. The paper

underneath the . cap be-

comes covered with a

very fine dark brown

powder. These are
Fig. 262. A spore print of the common

mushroom.

spores, not seeds,

for the mushroom
has no seeds. The
spores take the

place of seed.

They can start

new points of

growth for the

mushroom. ^''^' ^^* spawn and young buttons of the mushroom.

Spawn of mushrooms. Where the common mush-
room is growing in the field, dig some up with a trowel

and search in the soil for delicate white cords. If a
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The pigeon-wheat moss. "Who knows the pigeon-

wheat moss ? Well, here is a picture of a clump of it.

In the open wood, or near the woods on damp ground,

you may see it in clumps or in large patches.

The moss is more interesting to study when it is in

fruit, because then one can read more of its life story.
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of these suggested tiny wheat stalks and heads. Lift

]j^
the hood off. There is the capsule with

a little lid on the end. You can remove

this lid with a pin. There is the mouth

of the capsule with a fringe of tiny

teeth that you can just see with your

sharp eyes. If you thrust the pin into

the capsule, you will bring out a dusty

powder, like pollen, or like fern spores.

These are moss spores ; the moss cap-

sule, then, is the spore case.

You should understand that the beau-

tiful red, brown, and green plants so

common along the ocean shore, and called

popularly " sea mosses," are not true mosses.

They are algoe. The pond scums are algaa

also. Then the " hanging moss," or Florida

moss, which is so common in the Southern

States, is not a true moss. It is a flowering

plant. It bears true flowers and also forms

seeds. The true mosses do not have flowers,

nor do they form true seeds. The spores

of the moss form a green thread-like growth

on the soil or rotten wood, which re-

sembles some of the "pond scums."
Fig. 260. Branched
plant of "pigeon-

rfioTring "hood"' From this thread-like growth the leafy
on Bpore case at
left. moss stem arises.

CHAPTER XXrX

LIFE STORY OF MUSHROOMS

Mushrooms, too, have a story to tell. They live out

of sight most of the time. When they show them-
selves they do so only for a short time. They seem to

come up in a single night, and many of them do. But
others may be

several days in

coming up.

They keep
hidden most of

the time in the

form of cords, or

strings, until

they have spread

themselves out in

reach of a great feast of food in the ground or in

wood. Then the mushroom part can grow very fast,

and spring out from its hiding place into the light.

So if you wish to read the story of mushrooms you

must be quick about it, for they do not stay long.

The common mushroom, like many others, is shaped

like an umbrella; it has a handle, a ring, rays on the
215

Fig. 261. The common mushroom showing stem,

cap, ring, gills.


